WSEC
So here we are again, time for
the WSEC CWU updates and
snippets:

MEET THE OFFICERS OF THE
SOUTH EAST CENTRAL.
Introducing Mr Steven Taylor

I have been very busy since
the last Newsletter:

Our branch Learning
Coordinator, Financial
Secretary and also our
Assistant Secretary East.

We had a successful women's
event on the 10th May in
Sevenoaks, thanks to your
support
The WSEC (Women of the
South East Central) CWU was
born.
If you didn’t attend the “walkie
talkie” event, heres what we
did. We met for a lunch time
walk to the Bradbourne duck
ponds and then joined for light
refreshments in meeting room
J, for 2 videos.
The videos shown were
regarding why women feel
colder in offices then men,
and the second was a TUC
video to show what Unions do
for us. Here are the links:
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=3ypd-YJetMU
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=lrjySOFLXgg

Steve has worked for BT for 31 yrs. He has
experience in both field and office-based
careers. He is a full time Union Rep, and has
helped educate and represent many of us
over the years. In Steve’s own words:

“I

need to know what you
want to learn”
“Learning is for everyone.”

STEVE
TAYLOR

General Conference

Mr Chris Power, Speaking at
conference.

The professionalism, of all
CWU reps.

The timing and punctuality
of the agenda.

The top notch
organizational skills that
would have gone into
creating this monster event.

The content of the agenda.

The standard of handouts
and documentation
available.

The speeches and the work
and courage, that must
have gone into writing and
performing them.

The 105 Motions presented
to the CWU executive.

The most important
observation for me, was
the PASSION, the PASSION
to make a better
workplace to YOU!
In a crazy, dog eat dog
world, how warming to
see that there are still
people that will work so
hard to represent the
workers.

I am hoping to visit Brighton soon, and host some
sort of event. If you have any ideas, please drop
me a line.
I have now been given 4 days a month, to
attend meetings and represent my WSEC women
of the South East Central Branch of the CWU

Thank you all for your amazing
support at the last few events, I am
really excited for us to get involved.
As always if you want to become
more involved, or have some ideas
for the WSEC, please let me know. It
would be a pleasure to represent
you. I am proud to be a WSEC
“woman who gets involved”

